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Take the 10K challenge! 
The new GA110-160 VSD+ and the ZR90-160 VSD+ are the biggest innovation within compressed  
air (for these size machines) in the last decade. They offer triple efficiency benefits, covering energy, 
service and uptime. We’re so confident in what they can do, we have launched an unprecedented 
introductory offer.

Oil-Free ZR 90-160 VSD+

Terms and Conditions

Oil-Injected GA 110-160 VSD+

1. 10K challenge applies to the GA110-160 VSD+ 

and the ZR90-160 VSD+ products.
2. The claim of saving a minimum of $10,000 in

energy is when compared to replacing a fixed speed
(non VSD) machine.

3. When replacing a VSD model, we guarantee a
minimum of $5,000 is savings, otherwise we will credit
the difference from the purchase price.

4. Your installed compressors combined power must
be equal to or larger than the Atlas Copco VSD+

compressor you select for purchase.
5. This offer applies when replacing any installed brand

of air compressor with a new one from Atlas Copco.
6. Power cost rates shall be determined by your kW per

hour usage rate plus your peak demand charge.

7. Annual power cost estimates must be based on a
minimum annual operating time of 4000 hours.
The savings will be based on maintaining the same
operating levels in the following years.

8. Atlas Copco will need to perform a simple air audit
to establish your current baseline and calculate the
savings. The calculated savings will be shown to you. If
we cannot show the savings then the discount will be
applied to the initial compressor quote.

9. After installation you need to sign up to SMARTLINK
to ensure the machine is monitored.

10. The energy audit is conducted completely free of 
charge. Purchasing a new compressor is not obligatory 
as a result of this audit.

The connected journey to efficiency savings!
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